[1.5-T MR of the knee: the correlations with arthroscopy].
The authors report their experience of knee articular pathologies studied with MR imaging. Forty patients (36 with and 4 without articular trauma) were examined with both MR imaging and arthroscopy. Arthroscopic findings were correlated with MR results in order to evaluate the accuracy of the latter in detecting meniscal tears. MR images were obtained with a 1.5 T unit and a transmit-receiver surface coil. Spin-echo sequences and, occasionally, fast-scan sequences were used both in the coronal and in the sagittal planes. High resolution MR imaging clearly depicted knee anatomy. As far as meniscal lesions were concerned, the authors employed a grading system to classify intrameniscal signals, as proposed by Lotysch. The preliminary results are encouraging and suggest the use of MR imaging as the first imaging modality for use in knee pathology before arthroscopy is performed.